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Abstract

Iron–tin compounds of different stoichiometries were studied by the perturbed angular correlation method. The hyperfine interaction
111parameters and their temperature dependence for Cd probes substituting for tin in FeSn , FeSn and Fe Sn crystal lattices were2 3 2

determined.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction system studied and therefore one can observe that some of
the crystallographic sites are preferred by the probes. The

Perturbed angular correlation (PAC) experiments on measured hyperfine interaction parameters were compared
intermetallic compounds contribute to the understanding of with the PAC findings for Co–Sn isostructural compounds

119 ¨hyperfine field behaviour in different metallic systems. The [1,2] and with the results of Sn Mossbauer spectroscopy
PAC technique is very sensitive to the microstructure [3,4].
around a probe atom and can be used to follow the changes
on a microscopic scale. Each position of the probe atom
relative to the neighbouring atoms usually gives its own 2. Experimental
characteristic and distinguishable signal. The electric field
gradient (EFG) at a nuclear probe depends on the nearest Iron–tin samples of different stoichiometries (FeSn ,2charge distribution and its determination is an excellent FeSn, Fe Sn and Fe Sn ) were obtained by melting,3 2 5 3tool to study the electron density which depends on the under argon atmosphere, appropriate amounts of high-

111chemical composition of the material. The temperature purity iron and tin with In activity, followed by anneal-
dependence of the EFG provides a way to study the ing in evacuated and sealed quartz tubes.
dynamics of the material structure and models have been PAC spectra were measured with a standard slow–fast
developed to understand the behaviour of EFG with coincidence setup with four BaF detectors positioned at2temperature. The hyperfine magnetic fields observed in relative angles of 180 and 908. The measurements were
ferromagnetic materials reflecting the local spin polariza- performed in the temperature range 30–1100 K. For PAC
tion of electrons associated with impurity atoms aid in the measurements below room temperature a closed-cycle
study of the details of magnetic coupling. helium refrigerator was used. The experiments above 300

In our previous papers [1,2] intermetallic compounds of K were carried out using a small resistive vacuum oven.111 119the Co–Sn system were studied with Cd and Sn Analysis of all experimental R(t) spectra, taken above
probes. Fe–Sn compounds are the subject of the present ´the Neel temperatures of the compounds studied, was
paper. In the course of systematic studies on the Fe–Sn performed assuming the expression of the perturbation
system, PAC measurements in samples with different tin factor G (t) [5] valid for static electric hyperfine interac-2concentrations were performed over a wide temperature tions in polycrystalline samples:
range. The hyperfine interaction was measured using a
111 111 k 3In(EC) Cd probe representing a dilute impurity in the

G (t) 5Of O s (h ) cos( g (h )n t) exp(2g (h )d t) (1)2 i 2n i n i Qi n i i
i51 n50
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Table 1
111 119The QI parameters for Cd and Sn in Fe–Sn and Co–Sn compounds

18 22 25 23 / 2Compound Structure Lattice uV u (10 V cm ) h b (10 K )zz
111type site Cd

111 119Cd Sn
a e b¯FeSn B35 2(d) 6m2 1.29(2) 3.9(3) [3] 0.00 0.25(1)
a e b1(a) 6 /mmm 1.88(4) 7.2(5) [3] 0.00 0.44(1)

¯CoSn [1,2] B35 2(d) 6m2 1.27(3) 3.8(3) 0.00 0.26(2)
1(a) 6 /mmm 1.90(4) 7.3(6) 0.00 0.36(1)

cFeSn C16 8(h) m.2m 0.70(1) 2.1(2) [4] 0.26(1) 0.29(2)2

CoSn [2] C16 8(h) m.2m 0.67(1) 1.9(2) [4] 0.39(1) 0.33(1)2

dFe Sn ht Fe Sn 6(c) 3m 1.20(1) 0.003 2 3 2
dhR10 6(c) 3m 1.00(1) 0.00

a-Co Sn [2] Ni Sn 4(c) .m. 1.09(1) 0.52(2)3 2 3 2

4(c) .m. 0.88(1) 0.37(2)
a At 388 K.
b Above 380 K.
c Above 468 K.
d At 885 K.
e At 395 K.

experimental data yield the fractions f of probes exposed 3. Results and discussioni

to different EFGs characterized by the quadrupole fre-
quencies n and asymmetry parameters h . Broadening of 3.1. The FeSn phaseQi i 2

the EFG is described by the width d of the Lorentzian ni Qi

distribution. The various observed fractions f with differ- The FeSn phase is stable up to the peritectic tempera-i 2

ent PAC parameters indicate the population of non-equiva- ture of 769 K [8]. The tetragonal unit cell of the C16-type
lent probe sites in the sample. structure contains four iron atoms in (a) sites and eight tin

The DEPACK program from Uppsala, calculating the atoms in (h) sites (Fig. 1). The iron site has a high
general expression for combined static electric and mag- symmetry, with each Fe atom surrounded by eight Sn
netic interactions in powder samples, was used for fitting atoms at the corners of a square antiprism, while the tin

´the parameters of the hyperfine interactions below the Neel atoms are located in a less symmetric arrangement. Iron
temperatures. From the fitting program, the Larmor fre- atoms form chains parallel to the c-axis. Each Sn atom has
quency v , the quadrupole interaction parameters n and four Fe nearest neighbours that belong to two neighbouringL Q

h, and the polar angles u and f of the magnetic field chains. The point symmetry mm at the Sn site allows us to
direction in the EFG tensor principal axis frame can be deduce the directions of the principal axes of the electric
determined. field gradient tensor. One axis is parallel to [001], the

¯The EFG values shown in Table 1 were calculated from second is parallel to [110] and the third to [110] (see Fig.
the quadrupole frequencies n 2). Although it is not possible to determine a priori whichQ

is the principal Z axis, point charge model (PCM) calcula-
V 5 hn /eQ (2) tions imply that this axis is in the (100) plane.zz Q

Viewed from the c-axis the magnetic structure consists
of alternate antiferromagnetic iron and tin planes. FeSn isusing a quadrupole moment Q value of 0.83(13)b [6]. The 2

antiferromagnetic below 378 K as deduced from a neutronhyperfine field values
diffraction experiment [9,10]. The unit cell of the anti-
ferromagnetic array is the same as the chemical cell.H 5 hIv /2pm (3)L

Successive coordination shells of all Sn atoms are known
to have a zero net moment at room temperature. A secondwere calculated from the Larmor frequencies using m 5

magnetic transition occurs at T 5 93 K. Between T and2 0.7656(25) m . t NN

T the magnetic structure is collinear and characterized byThe temperature dependence of EFG was fitted using the t

ferromagnetic (100) planes, antiferromagnetically coupledformula [7]
along the [100] direction. It was shown [4,9] that the spin

3 / 2V (T ) 5V (0)[1 2 bT ] (4) directions are in the basal plane, making an angle a withzz zz
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Fig. 1. Unit cells of antiferromagnetic FeSn and FeSn compounds. The relative orientations of the Fe spins are shown.2

the [100] direction, but the precise direction in the plane study of FeSn [4]. The spin direction is close to [100] at2

room temperature and deviates slightly when the tempera-cannot be deduced from neutron diffraction patterns.
ture decreases to T . Below T a non-collinear structure isBelow T , FeSn becomes non-collinear antiferromagnetic t tt 2

119necessary to explain the Sn spectra.and the Fe moments would form a canted structure along
The FeSn sample with 66.5 at.% Sn was melted withthe c-axis with canting angle 2b, making angles a 1 b and 2

111
a 2 b with the [100] direction. radioactive In and annealed for 2 h at 700 K. Repre-

´Between the Neel point and the second transition T , the sentative PAC spectra recorded for this sample are shownt

collinear magnetic structure (Fig. 2) determined by neutron in Fig. 3.
¨diffraction experiments [9] was confirmed by a Mossbauer At 388 K, i.e. above T , only one unique quadrupoleN

interaction with a quadrupole frequency n of 142.5(3)Q

MHz and h 5 0.32(1) was observed and related to probe
atoms in the 8(h) position of the FeSn phase. Fig. 4 shows2

the temperature changes of the fitted quadrupole inter-
111action parameters of Cd in the FeSn phase. The2

asymmetry parameter value increases with temperature
from h ¯ 0.15(1) to 0.39(1) at 760 K. The room tempera-
ture value of h calculated in the point charge model (PCM)
approximation, with the assumption of charges of Q ¯ 2Fe

and Q ¯ 3.7 on the Fe and Sn ions, is in agreement withSn

the measured value of 0.26(1).
Below T the measured V value increases with tem-N zz

perature, and above 400 K decreases following an approxi-
3 / 2mate T relation (Eq. (4)) with slope parameter b 5

3 / 20.29(2). In the CoSn isostructural compound the T2

character of the quadrupole frequency temperature depen-
dence, with similar slope, was observed over the whole
stability range [2]. These results differ from those for the
other investigated C16 compounds, where a linear tem-
perature dependence was found [11–13].

The determined quadrupole interaction parameters of
111Cd probes in Fe–Sn and Co–Sn [1,2] compounds are
compiled in Table 1, where for comparison the results for
119Sn probes [1,3,4] are also presented. As can be seen

119from Table 1, the experimental EFG value on Sn isFig. 2. The collinear antiferromagnetic structure of FeSn above T [4].2 t 111three times larger than that measured on Cd nuclei. TheThe Fe magnetic moment directions and the Sn hf field directions are
shown by arrows. electric quadrupole interaction at the same probe is similar
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Fig. 3. PAC patterns with Fourier transforms recorded for the Fe Sn sample at the T temperatures indicated (different shadings correspond to33.5 66.5 m

temperature regions: T . T , T , T , T , T , T ).m N t m N m t

in isostructural FeSn and CoSn compounds, which might value for CoSn in comparison with FeSn is observed and2 2 2 2

be expected in view of the similarity in the atomic related to the existence of stronger covalent bonding
environment. between the probe and the first transition metal neighbours

111 119For both Cd and Sn probes a decrease of the V M. This covalent bonding is also considered to be thezz

source of the non-zero transferred magnetic field at the tin
sites in antiferromagnetic MSn compounds. As the net2

moment of the successive Fe shells of Sn atoms is zero
whatever the shell, the transferred hyperfine field is
anisotropic [4].

Below T the combined interaction was evidenced in theN
111FeSn sample with the Cd probe.2

119In the hyperfine field model, used to explain the Sn
spectra in FeSn [4], the transferred interaction was2

calculated along each Sn–Fe bond considering that the
anisotropic field is due to a polarization of Sn orbitals by
covalency effects:

4

H 5 A Ou (u ? m ) (5)a i i i
i51

where u is a unit vector directed along the Sn–Fe bondi

and m is the magnetic moment of the corresponding Fei

first near neighbour of the Sn atom.
111The Cd PAC spectra recorded at temperatures be-

tween T and T could be well fitted with the assumptionN t

of the collinear magnetic structure shown in Fig. 2 withFig. 4. Temperature dependence of the quadrupole interaction parameters
111 ferromagnetic (100) planes and an antiferromagnetic axisfor Cd in the FeSn phase (fits below T were performed assuming2 N

f 5 0, see text). making an angle a with the [100] direction. Two probe
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¨sites are then expected in the frame of the hyperfine field at 93 K in magnetic, neutron diffraction and Mossbauer
model described by Eq. (5) considering the anisotropic spectroscopy experiments [4,9]. The PAC spectra are
field resulting from covalent bonding between the transi- characterized by the existence of at least two magnetic

1tion metal and tin [4]. For ‘‘site 1’’ (with polar angle u fields. Quite satisfactory fits were obtained with two
1 2 1of the hyperfine field direction with respect to the principal magnetic fields taken into account. The fitted H , H , u

20Z axis of the EFG tensor) and for ‘‘site 2’’ (with polar and u values are shown in Fig. 5 for two fit series: with
2 1 1 2 2 1angle u 5 908 2u ) the same field H 5 H should be equal populations f 5 f of the two probe sites (solid

2 1observed. The PAC patterns were well reproduced with the circles) and for the f 5 2f probe fractions (empty
2 2Larmor frequencies v corresponding to the hyperfine circles). It can be seen that the H and u values do notL

1 2 1 2magnetic fields H(295 K) 5 6.7(2), H(198 K) 5 8.9(2) and depend on the f /f ratio. The fitted H /H ¯ 2.0(5)
1 2 2 1H(110 K) 5 9.7(2) kG and with angles u and u (where ratio and uu u 5 28–338 and uu u 5 70–808 values, as well

2 1 119 ¨u 5 908 2u ) between H and the largest component V as the results of Sn Mossbauer measurements [4], do notzz
1 2of the EFG, shown in Fig. 5. The best fits were obtained agree with the values a 5 458 and b ¯ 108 (i.e. H /H ¯

1 2assuming a polar angle f of 0, i.e. the field direction in the 1.04, u 5 908 and u 5 08 for V in the [110] direction orzz ]1 2(100) plane. These results agree with those deduced for the u 5 168 and u 5 908 for V in the [110] direction)zz

collinear magnetic structure of FeSn with spin directions proposed on the basis of a neutron diffraction study [9].2

¨close to [100] deduced from a Mossbauer experiment (see Above 750 K, the decomposition of FeSn was observed2

Fig. 2). The deviation a of the ferromagnetic axis from in agreement with the phase diagram.
[100], resulting from our measurements, is smaller than
10(5)8 at room temperature and is 11(3)8 and 15(3)8 at 198 3.2. The FeSn phase
and 110 K, respectively. For comparison, the a values

119 ¨extracted from Sn Mossbauer spectra recorded at similar Hexagonal FeSn is stable up to the peritectic tempera-
119temperatures are 12(2)8, 15(2)8 and 18.58(20) and the Sn ture of 1013 K [8]. In the unit cell of the B35 structure

transferred hyperfine field values are ¯3.2 times higher (Fig. 1) there is a three-fold position occupied by iron,
(see Fig. 5) [4]. while tin occupies one single-fold and one two-fold

At 31, 50 and 80 K, i.e. below T , a non-collinear position with axial symmetry. FeSn is antiferromagnetict
111 ´structure is necessary to explain the In hyperfine with a Neel temperature T of 368 K. Below T aN N

interaction. These results agree with the changes observed magnetic field at the tin 1(a) position was reported [3]. The
transferred hf field at this position could be caused by
conduction electron polarization or the overlap of 3d
wavefunctions with the s wavefunctions of the non-mag-
netic atom. The latter description has been used for tin as
an impurity in a Co matrix. If the 5s–3d overlap mecha-
nism is of importance in FeSn, the cause of the vanishing
field of Sn in 2(d) in contrast to Sn in 1(a) would be due to
iron nearest neighbours giving a canceled 5s electron spin
polarization at the Sn atoms in the 2(d) position [3].

In a neutron diffraction study performed by Yamaguchi
et al. [16], an antiferromagnetic ordering in the c-direction
was revealed, with the iron moments in the basal plane,
either in the [100] or [210] direction. The magnetic unit
cell is then twice as big as the chemical unit cell, being
doubled along the c-axis. Assuming that the antiferro-
magnetic ordering between the basal planes of FeSn is
intact, the magnetic unit cell should also be extended in the

57 ¨a-direction in order to explain the Fe Mossbauer spectra
[3]. The investigated samples with 49.9 at.% Sn and 50
at.% Sn contained the FeSn phase with a 20% addition of
FeSn . The evolution of the PAC spectra with temperature2

is shown in Fig. 6. Two axially symmetric and one non-
axially symmetric EFG were found in the sample and
related to the 2(d) and 1(a) probe sites in the B35 structure

111Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the fitted Cd hf interaction of FeSn and the 8(h) probe position in the C16 FeSn2´parameters in FeSn compounds below the Neel temperature (the2 compound, respectively (Table 1). The greater EFG ofmagnetic fields H and angles u of the field directions in the EFG tensor 18 22
119 1.88(4)310 V cm at 388 K was ascribed to the 1(a)principal axis frame). For comparison the Sn hyperfine fields are also

18
shown [4]. probe position, and the lower EFG of 1.29(2)310 V
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Fig. 6. PAC spectra with Fourier transforms for the Fe Sn sample recorded at the temperatures indicated.50 50

22cm to the non-magnetic 2(d) probe site, also taking into valence electron configuration and atomic environment.
account the similar EFG values and their temperature These values are more than three times greater than those

111 119dependencies observed at Cd in isomorphic CoSn and reported for Sn probes in FeSn [3] (see Table 1), while
NiIn compounds [1,2], as well as the EFG values measured

119at Sn in FeSn and CoSn compounds [1,3], where the
higher EFG value was found in the magnetic 1(a) site. In

´fact, below 350 K, i.e. below the Neel temperature, the
111hyperfine interaction of Cd with the lower EFG, as-

cribed to the 2(d) probe site, has pure quadrupolar
character (see Fig. 6). Above 760 K the decomposition of
FeSn was observed in accordance with the phase diagram.2

In the sample with 46.3 at.% Sn, only the two quadrupole
frequencies associated with the B35 FeSn phase were
observed.

A 2(d) site preference for Cd probes in the FeSn
compound was observed (Fig. 7), contrary to CoSn, where
the 1(a) site was populated by Cd probes more strongly
than the 2(d) site [1].

The fitted EFG values in FeSn are very similar to those
111

111measured at Cd in the CoSn [1] isostructural compound, Fig. 7. The ratio of Cd probe fractions in 2(d) and 1(a) positions of
which might be expected in view of the similarity both in B35 phases as a function of temperature.
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the ratio of the respective Sternheimer antishielding factors probe positions in the hR10 structure of the studied Fe Sn3 2

is 0.77. The same effect was found for isostructural CoSn phase.
[1,2] and NiIn [1] phases. A strong site preference for one of the two 6(c) positions

Above T the temperature dependence of the EFGs at was observed since the higher frequency was measuredN
111Cd in the FeSn compound, similarly as in NiIn and with a five times greater contribution. Point charge model

3 / 2CoSn [2], follows a T relation with different slope calculations predict a greater EFG for the 6(c) site with
parameters b for each of the observed EFGs (see Table 1 more space available for the probe. Decomposition of this
and Fig. 8). The EFG temperature changes in B35 NiIn, phase between 1016 and 1068 K was observed in accord-
CoSn and FeSn compounds are stronger for the 1(a) site, ance with the phase diagram.

111 119as well for the Cd and the Sn probe [1].

3.4. The Fe Sn phase5 33.3. The Fe Sn phase3 2

The Fe Sn high-temperature phase of the B8 structure5 3 2¯The Fe Sn phase has a rhombohedral structure (R3m)3 2 was reported to exist within the limited temperature range
and is reported to exist in the 880–1079 K temperature of 1055 to 1183 K [8]. The PAC pattern measured for the
range. Fe Sn is ferromagnetic with T 5 657 K [8].3 2 C Fe Sn sample at 1077 K did not show any unique62.7 37.3A Fe Sn sample annealed for 30 h at 970 K60.2 39.8 quadrupole interaction.
contained the Fe Sn phase [8] and about 30% contamina-3 2

tion with the FeSn B35 phase.
PAC measurements performed at 885, 990 and 1016 K

4. Summary(Fig. 9) exhibited (besides two axially symmetric Vzz

ascribed to the FeSn phase) two quadrupole frequencies
The determined quadrupole interaction parameters ofwith zero asymmetry parameters of 223(1) and 186(2) 111 119Cd and Sn in stoichiometric Fe–Sn compounds [theMHz at 885 K, both decreasing with temperature. This

I II experimental EFG — V , asymmetry parameter h, and thezzquadrupole interaction was ascribed to the 6(c) and 6(c) 3 / 2slope parameter b of V (T ) 5V (0)(1 2 bT ) tempera-zz zz

ture dependence] are shown in Table 1.
111In all compounds presented in Table 1, Cd probes

substitute only for Sn. However, in all compounds with
more than one non-equivalent tin site, some site preference
was observed. The electric field gradients measured in
isostructural Fe–Sn and Co–Sn compounds are very
similar, reflecting the similarity of the nearest charge
distribution.

111The small decrease of the V value measured with Cdzz

probes in CoSn in comparison with FeSn can be related2 2

to the existence of covalent bonding between Cd and the
first transition metal neighbours M. The covalent bonding
between Sn and M, which becomes stronger in anti-
ferromagnetic MSn compounds from MnSn through2 2

FeSn to CoSn , is reflected both by a stronger shortening2 2

of the M–Sn shortest distance as compared with the sum
of the atomic radii and by a decrease of the quadrupolar

119splitting of the Sn spectra [4].
119The experimental EFG values on Sn are 2.8–3.8

111times larger than those measured with Cd probes.
Comparison of the EFG magnitudes based on the semiem-
pirical expression

latV 5 (1 2 g )V (1 2 K) (6)zz ` zz

requires a knowledge of the Sternheimer antishielding
factors (1 2 g ). According to a tabulation of these factors`

for free ions [14] the ratios of the corresponding antishield-
ing factors is 0.77. The value of (1 2 g (Cd)) 5 30,`

however, is quite uncertain and, in fact, some authors [15]Fig. 8. Normalized temperature dependence of the quadrupole frequen-
111cies measured at Cd in B35 compounds. have indicated that a value of 16 is more appropriate.
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Fig. 9. PAC spectra with Fourier transform recorded for a Fe Sn sample at the temperatures indicated.60.2 39.8

Nevertheless, it does not explain the observed differences magnetic fields. However, the fitted H and u values do not
119 111in the measured EFG values with Sn and Cd probes. agree with those resulting from a 5 45(5)8 and canting

This would lead us to the conclusion that electronics angle b 5 108 proposed on the basis of a neutron diffrac-
119effects do not amplify the EFG by the same factor for both tion study [9]. It should be noted that the results of Sn

probes. Also, local distortions due to size mismatch and ¨Mossbauer measurements are also in disagreement with
dissimilar charge screening can play a role. a 5 458 and b 5 108 values.

119Also, the hyperfine magnetic fields measured on Sn in
FeSn are ¯3.2 times larger than those observed on the2
111Cd probe. Unfortunately, because of the strong 2(d) site

111 Acknowledgementspreference it was not possible to measure B on Cd inhf

the 1(a) site of the FeSn compound.
111 This work was supported, in part, by the Polish StateThe results of the Cd PAC measurements on FeSn2

Committee for Scientific Research (grant No. 2 P03B 066are in agreement with the magnetic structure deduced from
18).¨a neutron diffraction study and Mossbauer experiments.

They confirm the collinear magnetic structure of FeSn2

between T and T with iron moment directions in thet N

(001) plane making angles a with the [100] axis of about
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